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Recipes from the Recipe Swap Tent

Series: Hairy Bikers - Mums Know Best �– Series 2
Category:Baking Sweet

Programme:Lazy Weekends
Submitted By:Anon

Recipe Title:Chocolate Muffins
Ingredients:

3 chocolate muffins (standard size)
4 tbsp cranberry sauce
115 g fresh cranberries
3 tbsp fresh orange juice
190g caster sugar
500g carton of custard
115g Green & Black�’s Maya Gold chocolate (cut into pieces)
150 ml ruby port
juice of 1 lemon
225 ml double cream

cocoa powder to decorate

All recipes have been submitted by members of the public.
The BBC accepts no responsibility for the accuracy

or the ownership of these recipes.
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Method:Split each muffin into 3 slices and spread each slice with cranberry sauce.  
Arrange in the base of a glass trifle bowl.

Place the cranberries, orange juice, 3 tbsp water and 115g of the caster 
sugar in a saucepan, bring to the boil and simmer gently until the 
cranberries are cooked.  Strain the cranberries, reserving the poaching  
liquid and spoon them over the muffins.

Empty the custard into a saucepan and heat very gently until it is on the 
point of boiling.  Remove the heat, add the chocolate pieces, and stir until 
the chocolate has melted.

Allow to cool and then pour this mix over the cranberries and chill while 
you prepare the syllabub.

Place the port, lemon juice and remaining sugar in a large bowl and stir 
until the sugar has dissolved.  Add the cream and whisk, starting on a low 
speed, until the mixture has begun to thicken.  Pour this over the trifle.

To decorate, cut out about 7 stars from card and arrange lightly on the 
syllabub.

Sift cocoa powder over the surface and carefully lift the pieces of card 
from the top.

Notes:
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